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MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any 
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With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on 
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AND FINALLY 

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model 
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support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is 
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this 
Newsletter is proud to play its part. 

No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this 
Newsletter is, and always will be, free. 
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EDITORIAL

What can I say? 

I’d already got the Editorial prepared and in place when along comes an 

important piece of “STOP PRESS” news with nowhere else in the Newsletter 

to put it! I could have put it, I suppose, on almost any page but that would 

have created two problems :-

1) I’d have to completely re-edit and re-jig that page (they’re all full!) and, 

maybe, a whole article as a result of doing that.

2)  If it was put on any other page, it would have less impact. (No one reads 

the Editorial anyway and it’s novel to feature 

something of importance on this page!)

Oh, the sacrifices we editors make! 

And that includes the 50 words or 

so that this ‘blob’ has caused me 

to cut as well as the 150 or so 

it’s taken me to explain why the 

‘blob’ is where it is in the first place!

Still, it does mean that you, the reader (if 

you’ve got this far!), have to suffer less of my 

ramblings…………

………….What did I hear someone say? Page 3 should be the dedicated 

‘Stop Press’ page? 

Enough! 

It’s an important bit of news for those who care not a jot about their 

waistlines, for those who missed out on second helpings of Christmas 

Dinner (or even third helpings, if you include ‘the works do’) and those who 

like to combine a good ‘scoff’ with railway reminiscences (either in model or 

12” to the foot form). It’s also ideal for those who have elasticated 

waistbands on their trousers and have given up on calorie counting! It’s also 

a damned good night out ‘with the lads’. That’s not to say that the ladies 

aren’t welcome …. they are …… it’s just that none, so far, have ventured 

into this den of iniquity!

Did I say 150 words? Make that nearer 250!

I’m hoping that you will all receive this Newsletter a little earlier than usual 

because I am committed (along with every other member of the 0n30 Group) 

to taking ‘Purgatory Peak’ to the Hazel Grove exhibition on Saturday 28th 

and Sunday 29th October. With it being a ‘local’ (to Macclesfield!) exhibition, 

I’m hoping that as many of our readers as possible will be there and that 

you’ll stop by the layout and say, “Hello”. A surprising number of you did at 

the Wigan show last month and it was great to see you 

all. I’m not sure what a “visitometer” is, but I’m 

sure you’ll help to swing it, if you can!

The exhibition is being held at the 

Hazel Grove Sports Centre, 

Jacksons Lane, Hazel Grove, 

SK7 5JX ……. 10 ’til 5 Saturday 

and 10 ’til 4 Sunday.

If you’d like to have a go at operating the 

layout, please feel free to ask. New recruits are 

always welcome and ‘expert’ (lmao) tuition will be given. Seriously, 

you’d be more than welcome. 

And if you venture as far as Spalding on Saturday (10 - 5) 11th or Sunday 

(10 - 4.30) 12th November, you can even give me some tuition on those 

’bloody screw link couplings’ when I’m ‘helping’ Shaun Horrocks and Steve 

Moore out with ‘Wolfe Lowe’ …….. it’s worth the travel just to see me 

struggle! It’s also a great layout and the show’s not at all bad, either!

That’s it! Plugs done, news imparted.

And now for the serious stuff!  To the gripe of the month ……..

……… Oh, damn! No room left.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group 
supports the development of 

“MegaPoint Controllers” 
through the On30 Group 

for all the latest news, go to "www.megapointscontrollers.com" 

STOP PRESS!!
THE DATE’S BEEN FIXED FOR THE 

POST CHRISTMAS CHRISTMAS ‘MEGA NOSH’
NUMBER OF AVAILABLE PLACES? 16

WHERE? THE DOLPHIN
WHEN? FRIDAY 12th JANUARY 2018

TIME? 8.OO p.m.
BOOKINGS OPEN? MONDAY 4th DEC. 

COST? T.B.A.
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THE 0N30 CREW SEARCHED FOR THE PIES!
Mike Hebblethwaite

Wigan show is, undoubtedly, the premier show in the North West of England 

and the ‘Purgatory Peak’ (link 1) team considered it an honour to be invited 

back for a second visit. The show is organised by Wigan Finescale Railway 

Modellers (link 2). Of course, there have been changes to the layout since 

our last visit in December 2011 …… there’s the ‘disused mine’ board which 

was added since our last visit, so the layout is 4’ 6” longer. It’s a long way 

between ‘Nowheres Ville’ and ‘Oblivion’ and, now, it even looks a long way! 

Our loco roster has expanded somewhat with the addition of more of those 

‘troublesome “k”s (OK, we’re gluttons for punishment …. but they are great 

looking locos!) and an assortment of smaller locos as well as more than a 

few new items of rolling stock - some of which are ‘standard’ Bachmann, the 

rest are kit built, scratch built or ‘modified’ commercial stock.

The addition of the ‘extra’ 4’ 6” not only gives a better impression of 

distance, it also allows us to operate much longer trains …….. trains around 

20ft long! Those “k”s do look good hauling 20+ boxcars or ore hoppers.

That extra 4’ 6” also means that those very strange looking Shays, Climaxes 

and Heislers have to work extra hard as they ply their way up and down the 

zig-zag to and from the mine……but, hey, that’s what they are on the layout 

to do!

All in all, for the viewer, it means that there are a minimum of three trains 

operating at any given time, so there’s plenty of action …….. if you like the 

‘leisurely’ speed of narrow gauge operations! The bonus, of course, is that 

the audience has plenty of time to look closely at each individual train ….. 

and that’s something of a ‘two edged sword’!

Our weekend began relatively early on Friday, 29th September when yours 

truly collected the van (Yes, I remembered!!) from Cheshire Vehicle Rental 

(link 3) in Macclesfield as soon as they opened at 0830hrs. So as not to 

bore you with details, they know us well, give great service and are 

competitively priced, hence they are our suppliers of choice. ‘Nuff said.

The first stop was for fuel, the second to pick up my own ‘bits and pieces’ 

and then on to the Club to load up. The latter is a, by now, well practiced 

routine and all went smoothly despite the fact that there were only three of 

us - Shaun, Neil and myself. Surprisingly, once everything was loaded into 

the luton van, there seemed to be even more ‘spare’ space than usual! 

Either we are becoming more adept at packing the van …….. or we’d 

forgotten something vital and, presumably, large. Time for a head scratch, a 

scour round the Club room and a coffee.

It turned out that we’d been unusually efficient at packing the van!

And so off to Wigan ……….. via Mere services for another coffee and a 

quick bite to eat. Efficiency is all very well, but it had left us with some time 

to kill!

We arrived at Wigan, unloaded and set up the entire layout without the 

slightest hitch and were ready to ‘test run’ Purgatory Peak by 1700hrs!

Mmmm!

I did refer to those ‘troublesome k’s’ earlier. Well they didn’t let us down in 

that respect! I had completely rebuilt my k-37 which had involved 

straightening its twisted chassis, adding pick-ups where the loco’s previous 

owner had removed them (!) and replaced the missing bulbs in both the 

headlight and the tender’s reversing light. I had bought it as a non-working, 

part finished project. The only part that the 

previous owner had ‘finished’ was stripping out 

anything that worked!!  There were several other 

minor repairs done at the same time, but a 

thorough ‘work-out’ on a rolling road indicated 

that I’d, at least, got it running smoothly and the 

lights working correctly. A test run on Purgatory 

Peak just before we dismantled the layout 

showed no problems at all. It ran beautifully.

So why, when it was run during our shakedown 

session after putting up the layout at Wigan, did it 

fail on almost every point, cough and splutter its 

way along the front of the layout and resolutely 

refuse to operate its lights correctly? Why? It’s a 

‘k’! That’s why! Back on the rolling road at home 

after the show, of course, it has performed 

impeccably!

It wasn’t the only ‘k’, naturally, to misbehave. Neil (Fraser) had two that 

variously failed to negotiate some sets of points and short sections of the 

layout.

It goes without saying that the Bachmann locos all performed almost without 

fault for the entire weekend …….. the headlight on one operating faultlessly 

for the entire weekend even though it had not operated at all for the 

previous two years!!

Despite some minor hiccups, Purgatory Peak performed as well as it 
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usually does on ‘show occasions’ …….. some of the 

‘minor hiccups’ were down to ‘driver error’ though. On one 

occasion we had two trains about to meet head-on on the 

front of the layout! How the second train had been 

released from the fiddle yard with no power selected for it 

and against two sets of points remains a mystery.

As usual, there were enquiries from the visiting public 

about how we’d made the scenery, what buildings had 

been ‘scratch built’ (all of them!), what scale the layout is 

and what does 0n30 mean, where do we get all our locos 

and rolling stock from ….. and so on. Children especially 

(and not a few adults) took delight in counting the 

numbers of wagons on our longer trains and many were 

impressed by the well stocked fiddle yard. The zig-zag, 

with its more than quirky Shays, Climaxes and lone 

Heisler, drew considerable attention and led to many an 

involved explanation about how geared locomotives work. 

Some of the statistics we are able to give about American 

narrow gauge, its locos, rolling stock and operations do 

help to put the sheer scale of things ‘narrow gauge’ in America into 

perspective ………running on 3ft gauge track,  k-37s, for example, are big. 

Big by any standards, not just by narrow gauge standards. With a tractive 

effort of 37,000ft/lbs (a BR ‘standard’ 8F produced 32,440 and a 9F 

39,667ft/lbs) they are every bit as powerful and as big as many of our own 

standard gauge, mainline locomotives! 

Aside from Shaun, Neil and myself, we were joined on Saturday by Steve 

Nixon and by Colin Moores on Sunday. Their help was greatly appreciated. 

It is possible to run ‘Purgatory Peak’ with three operators, in fact that is what 

it is designed around, but without a fourth operator there is no possibility of 

the operating team having any break at all. At least four operators can 

ensure that everyone involved can have a short break on a rota basis 

……….. five operators means that everyone can, at least, see something of 

the show! 

All in all, Purgatory Peak had a very successful show ……. so much so 

that it has been invited to attend again in 2020! Of course the 

team aren’t going to be daft enough to add any more boards 

before its next visit …. are they?

As for the show itself, it had its usual high standard of exhibits, 

several really good ‘how to do’ demonstration stands and 

excellent trade support. There were, purely from my own 

observation, seemingly fewer specialist stands and rather more 

‘box shifters’ but, overall, an extremely good show. It’s certainly 

one to put in your diary for next year, if you haven’t already!

Dismantling the layout and returning it to the Clubroom was as 

straightforward as ever and surprisingly quickly accomplished 

thanks to Colin’s help ….. it even left time for the team to call at 

‘The Dolphin’ for a well earned pint!

Footnote

It’s a pity we were just not far enough away from Macclesfield to warrant 

staying over ………I really missed out on the world famous ‘Wigan seven 

course dinner’. Didn’t you know there was such a thing? Shame on you.

Six pints and a meat and potato pie!

Links

1) ”https://sites.google.com/site/purgatorypeakmodelrailroad"

2) “www.wiganfrm.org.uk" 

3) “www.cheshirevehiclerental.co.uk" 
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Loco no 27 drifts past the station with a rake of log cars - and a headlight that’s not worked for 2 years!!

491, a less troublesome k-27, hauls freight over the branch crossing 
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OVER TO YOU

The Editor

Thanks for a great Newsletter which I look forward to getting every month. I 

can’t understand why you don’t charge a small amount for something this 

good. It’s definitely worth paying for.

The only thing I can think of that would make it better is more articles on 

model railways built by readers. I really enjoyed the one on Peak Forest. It 

was interesting to see how the railway was being built and it gave me a few 

ideas for my own model railway that I started to build in June. I’ve not got 

much to show yet but I’ll send in a few pictures when I can.

Kind regards

Tom Hazlewood

Burton-on-Trent

Hi Tom,

Let me first of all thank you for your e-mail and your kind comments 

about the Newsletter. It makes the effort of producing it seem so much 

more worthwhile to know that people enjoy reading it. I hope you 

continue to do so for a long time to come!

Your e-mail raises some interesting points ……..

The first is regarding the fact that the Newsletter is free. As you may be 

aware, Macclesfield Model Railway Group has a constitutional 

obligation to promote interest in model railways, encourage those 

involved in the hobby to develop and share their skills and, where ever 

possible, highlight ‘new’, ‘different’ or ‘alternative’ (and often cheaper) 

ways of doing things. This Newsletter, hopefully, is involved in all of 

that for, and on behalf of, the Club.

The Newsletter is not just about promoting the Club (which, from time 

to time, it unashamedly does!), it also seeks to inform anyone 

interested in the hobby about what others are doing, how to get the 

best out of railway modelling and encourage others to share their 

enjoyment, frustrations, successes and failures in the hobby. Every 

modeller who works in isolation is perpetually ‘re-inventing the wheel’! 

The Newsletter, hopefully, goes some way toward breaking that 

isolation.

This is not a commercial magazine, it is an independent service to all 

railway modellers sponsored by Macclesfield Model Railway Group. It 

costs nothing to produce. It costs nothing to distribute. It, therefore, 

costs nothing to receive!

Your second point about wanting more articles on readers’ layouts 

and projects is something I very much share with you. I, too, 

enjoyed the ‘Peak Forest’ articles and for very similar reasons. I would 

love to be able to publish more articles about readers’ layouts and 

projects but, unfortunately, I can only work with the material sent to 

me. I would be more than happy to have an overflowing in-tray every 

month!

I am sure that other readers would be interested in catching up with 

your progress as you develop and build your layout. Please, do keep 

us informed.

Above all else, enjoy your hobby.

Mike Hebblethwaite

Editor

(Replies to e-mails, such as the above, are only published with the 

recipient’s consent and then only if they are relevant to other readers - Ed)

Hi Mike

A great news letter, keep up the good work!

I read the article on standard gauge wagons on narrow gauge tracks by Udo 

and it reminded me of the Leek, Caldon and Waterhouses light railway.

Waterhouses was the terminus for both the LCWLR and the Leek and 

Manifold Light Railway, which was narrow gauge.

The railways used several (apparently, only 5 - Ed) of these wagons capable 

of carrying a couple of North Staffs goods wagons or flat beds. Apparently it 

took 90 seconds to put a wagon on or off the carrier. A significant saving on 

unloading and reloading two wagons!

Again thanks and keep up the good work.

Colin (Moores)

Thanks, Colin. Udo will, no doubt, be pleased that his article has 

‘stirred up’ a few memories here in the UK.

You are quite right, of course, that the transporter wagons on the Leek 

and Manifold Valley Light Railway were used to carry ‘standard’ goods 

wagons to outlying farms and pick up/drop off points along the line, 

but their main purpose was to carry standard gauge milk tankers to 

and from the dairy at Ecton as well as other wagons carrying milk 

churns and dairy products.

A good film to watch (from the 1930s), which shows a standard gauge 

wagon being loaded onto a transporter, can be found at:-

“www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWZbZGGnE6E" 

There are others, of course, but at only a few minutes long this one is 
well worth a look…….simply click on the link above. 

Anyone modelled one of these transporters?
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Hi Mike,

A bit more information about those Leek and Manifold transporter wagons 

…..

In 1935, after the L&M transporters had been used for the demolition trains,  

all of them were cut up at Waterhouses except No. 195312 (LMS). It was 

sold to the Ashover Light Railway in Derbyshire where it was converted to 

1ft 11½ in gauge. The Railway had not been built to the more generous 

loading gauge of the Manifold and the permanent way was not up to their 

standards either, so it was not possible to transport coal wagons as 

intended. (ref “The Leek & Manifold Light Railway” by Keith Turner, 1980) 

The wagon was eventually scrapped on site but, I believe, not before 

somebody measured it and 

published the drawings in the 

"Model Railway News".

Centre Models produced a white 

metal kit of one in OO9 which had 

white metal bogies and used Peco 

wagon wheels with the end of the 

axles cut off. I know because I 

have one!

  

Best wishes

 

Dominic (Emery)

Thanks, Dominic…….. it’s 

always good to have follow-up 

information, though I’m amazed 

that no-one, apparently, at the 

Ashover Light Railway thought of using a tape measure when they 

contemplated buying the transporter wagon!

“The Leek and Manifold Light Railway” by Keith Turner was published 

by David and Charles in hardback in 1980 and in paperback by History 

Press Ltd in 2004. Secondhand copies of the book (1980 edition) can 

be bought on-line with prices ranging from £6.00 to an eye-watering 

£157.45 ($211 from the USA!!). The 2004, paperback edition can still be 

bought new for under a tenner and for much less secondhand.

Unfortunately, I have not been able to trace the article you referred to 

in “Model Railway News”. However, 7mm scale drawings by Ray 

Tuskin are available through the 7mm Narrow Gauge Association.

The photo above shows one of the transporter wagons ‘in action’  at 

Hulme End carrying an outside braced box van. From the photo it is 

difficult to determine which railway company 

the wagon belonged to …… though the 

chances are it was North Staffs.
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THE CUMBRES AND TOLTEC SCENIC RAILROAD
“A National Historic Landmark”
Dominic Emery

One of our trips was on the 3ft 

narrow gauge Cumbres & 

Toltec Scenic Railroad which 

runs between Antonito (7888ft) 

in Colorado and Charma 

(7863ft) in New Mexico. We 

had reached Antonito and after 

taking photos of everything and 

anything of Railway interest we 

carried on to Charma. It was a good idea, at Antonito, to take the photos that 

day because as we arrived on the train the next day there was not enough 

time for exploring before the coach left to take us back to Charma!

On leaving Antonito on the Highway 17 we leave the railroad behind and 

headed into the San Juan mountains, we met up again with the railway just 

before the 10,015ft high Cumbres Pass and then followed the railway line 

down to Charma, I had my eyes open in case there was anything worth 

filming. I wasn't expecting to see anything really so I nearly wet myself as I 

saw black smoke coming from a train on the other side of a small hill. 

Looking for a place to park on the side of the Highway I saw another car 

parked and 2 photographers waiting for the train, so I parked up behind 

them and waited as well. Around the corner came what looked like a freight 

train, but was in fact was a driving course special and as it came past the 

engine blew out the dregs out of its boiler. “Dommy's Luck” again and it’s 

this photo that's on the front cover of my photo book. After the train had past 

we carried on to Charma to await the train.

Parking at the station I looked for a good place to film the train coming into 

the station, I heard the whistle of another train coming from the other 

direction! It was the passenger train that had arrived from Antonito earlier 

and had turned on the wye beyond the station. The question was, which 

train would come into the station first? The train from Antonito came in and 

stopped which gave me time to film and take photos of the driver training 

train as it came through the station to turn round. My time was now running 

out and Gaby had had enough of trains for one day, so we went and got our 

souvenir tickets for the next day.

A little bit of history is not out of place and the Cumbres & Toltec 8

Copyright - Cumbres and Toltec Scenic Railroad

There she blows! K36, no 484, on driver training duty has a ‘clear out’.

Charma station



certainly has that! Built in 1880 as part of the Denver & Rio Grande Western 

(DRGW) as it branched westwards into the Rocky Mountains to get at the 

silver and gold that was being discovered at the time. On reaching Charma

the line carried on to Durango and then to the silver mines in Silverton. The 

Rio Grande stopped running trains over the line in 1968 but luckily the 64 

miles from Antonito to Charma were bought jointly by the Colorado and New 

Mexico States in 1970 thus ensuring that the line was saved. Since 2006 

94,000 tons of ballast and 59,250 Ties (sleepers) have been laid. The piles 

of old sleepers by the side of the track show that the work is continuing, as 

did the newly laid ballast that I saw as we drove to Charma. 12 bridges have 

also been replaced or restored.

Charma to Osier

The next day we arrived at Charma station in plenty of time to have good 

look around and get lots of photos and buy some souvenirs. Gaby went off 

to look at the shops on the main street. I was told by one of the officials that 

I could go anywhere on the site to take photos except in the shed/workshop, 

so I went to the entrance and took a photo of the inside. The whole site is a 

working museum at its best with a water tower, coaling tower and a sand 

house with tower being restored for use with a grant from of $50,000 from 

the State of New Mexico.There is a siding where oil wagons were 

unloaded and just outside the station were the old cattle docks which are 

still there. The engines at Charma are actually coaled with a 4 wheeled 

digger!

We got in our allotted places on the train and waited for the off. We were 

told that after our tickets had been checked and our lunch choice made, we 

were free to go to the open-air gondola. I didn’t need telling twice and 

managed to get a good place at the front. I asked our Docent (car 

attendant) which side was the best to stand and he said the right hand 9

k36, no 487, on shed at Charma

The station shunter, no 15, waits at the shed 

Coaling loco 484 with a digger!

The old coaling tower at Charma with the sand tower in the background

The interior of our ‘standard’ carriage



side. He was, of course, right. After a while in the gondola I went back to my 

seat but didn't stay long and kept going out onto the balcony of our coach to 

film the train working hard. The train travels at a maximum speed of 12mph 

and where it gets critical (rockfall danger) down to 5mph or less. After 

leaving the station we crossed the Charma River and after a mile began to 

climb up to Cumbres on a 4% gradient that continued nearly all the way up 

for a distance of almost 13 miles….a wonderful sound as the engine works 

hard. 

The first point of interest was what looked like an old water tower with filling 

pipe but was, in fact, the remains of two film sets, one being “Indiana Jones 

and the Last Crusade“! Here at Lorato there were the remains of cattle pens 

and, in an old cabin, a weighing machine for the sheep and cattle. Shortly 

after we passed over the Charma River again via a 100ft tall and 300ft long 

trestle bridge which 

had burnt down in 

2010 and had to be 

rebuilt on the 

surviving legs at a 

cost of 2 million 

dollars. At Cumbres 

Pass we reached the 

highest point on 

the line at 

10,015ft and crossed the Antonito to Charma road and at this height there 

was still snow on the hillside and on the siding next to the track. 

After the hard climb our engine stopped to replenish its water supply, so we 

waited as the tender was filled. Now we had to get down into the next valley 

and we did that by going round the Tanglefoot Curve which comes back on 

itself. With a pond in the middle, it was the perfect spot to blow out the dregs 

and then follow the Rio de Los Pinos valley on the hillside watching the river 

getting wider and faster. On the other side of the valley was a forest in which 

I saw an elk and another passenger said to his wife that he had seen a bear 

between the trees. 

Before we left the 

river valley we 

crossed the 137ft high 

Cascade Creek 

trestle bridge over the 

Cascade Creek which 

is the halfway point 

on the line and took a 

long curve so that we 

could arrive at Osier.

Osier station is the point where we had our lunch break and where we 

pass the train coming from Antonito. The lunch stop is well organised 
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Loco 484 ready in Charma for its 10.00 a.m. departure to Antonito

Not a real watering point, but the remains of an old film set!

At over 10,000ft, there was still snow around the Cumbres Pass in June!

Cumbres station - note the painted windows!!

Osier station with its water tower



and the food was tasty and plentiful. During our break in the eating rooms, 

the train from Antonito arrived and after lunch we had time to walk around 

the area and take photos of the surviving buildings and the trains next to 

each other. It also gives the train crews and fire crew time to have break. 

What I hadn't mentioned is that each train is followed at a discreet distance 

by what I would call an American version of a Wickham trolley with a fire 

crew to put out any lineside fires, which is a good thing when you see all the 

trees growing right next to the line and the fact that the Carson National 

Forest is to the South and the Rio Grande National Forest is to the North.

Osier to Antonito

We left Osier, 

passing a loop 

used to turn trains, 

and continued 

along the mountain 

side following the 

valley ’til we 

reached the first 

tunnel on our 

journey. The 

360 yard long 

‘Rock Tunnel’ was bored through solid rock with a 600ft drop on both sides 

into the Toltec Gorge below. The line now winds around the rim of the Toltec 

Canyon passing the disused Toltec Section House. Following the side of the 

Canyon we pass through the second tunnel on our journey, the Mud Tunnel, 

which was bored through soft volcanic ash and had to be lined with wooden 

pillars. A bit further on we pass the long Toltec loop which was used in the 

Fifties for long oil and pipe trains. At milepost 306 is Sublette which was a 

section camp with a log bunk house, siding and other buildings for work 

gangs. There is now a water stand pipe supplied from a underground cistern 

that replaced a water tank.

The next point of interest, at milepost 299, is the Big Horn Wye that can be 

used to turn engines if needed, then comes a double horseshoe curve which 

needs 3 miles where a straight line would use only one! We needed to get 

down to where the land was flatter but between mileposts 292 and 291 is 

another horseshoe curve which is actually cut through to make a reversing 

curve for snowplough fitted engines from Charma. Here there is the next 

water tower and a water tank wagon. The train stopped at the bottom end of 

the curve and we picked up a trackworker. The land now gets flatter as we 

head for Antonito and the last point of interest is Ferguson’s Trestle also 

known as Hangman's Trestle as it was here that a man named Ferguson 

was hanged by a posse. The trestle had to be rebuilt in the 80's as a film 11

Built in 1925, k36 no 487, complete with its snowplough, passes our train on its way to Charma

The trains pass each other at Osier

Our train clings to the mountain side

Sublette station - again note the painted windows!

Crossing the plains to Antonito



crew used too much explosive and actually blew it up!

The last 2 miles into the Depot at Antonito are straight and we pass a siding 

full of wagons on the right before crossing Highway 285 and enter the 

Depot. Taking a right curve past the engine shed, various sidings and 

workshops, the train is pulled around in a circle so that we are facing the 

way we came and stop at the station. Next to us is a siding full of stored 

standard gauge hoppers. The coach for the road trip back to Charma is 

waiting so I only had time for few last photos before we left. As our coach 

was leaving the Depot the engine from our train was being coupled up to the 

driver's training goods train.

What a journey! If I ever get the chance to go back to Colorado I would do 

the trip again but this time from Antonito. I have so many good photos I don't 

know how I will be able to pick the best out. The Cumbres and Toltec Scenic 

Railway was voted the “Best Scenic Ride” 2016 in the USA by USA Today 

readers, also Best Attraction in Colorado and Best Attraction in New Mexico.

For more information about the railway, visit :-

“www.cumbrestoltec.com"
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There are plenty of old box cars in sidings at Antonito ……

…… as well as an impressive snowplough!
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop) 

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, 
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY 

01625 850427 

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“TRIDENT TRAINS” 

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, 
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,  

CW5 7LG 

01270 842400 

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“THE MODEL CENTRE” 

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,  

YO22 5LF 

01947 899125 

“www.themodelcentre.com"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM” 

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY 

0161 928 5940 

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“CHESHIRE MODELS” 

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield 

01625 511646 

www.cheshiremods.org.uk

http://www.themodelcentre.com
http://www.tridenttrains.co.uk
http://www.WaltonsModels.co.uk
http://www.cumbrestoltec.com
http://www.cumbrestoltec.com
http://www.themodelcentre.com
http://www.WaltonsModels.co.uk
http://www.tridenttrains.co.uk
http://www.cheshiremods.org.uk
http://www.cheshiremods.org.uk


DO MODEL BUILDINGS HAVE TO BE BORING?
ALEK ADAMSKI
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DEFINITELY 

NOT!!
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PAIGNTON MODEL SHOP THEFT
Mike Hebblethwaite

Many readers will no doubt have heard about the thefts from Paignton Model 

Shop of some of the more valuable Hornby model railway items. The thief 

was particularly selective and had obviously come with a ‘shopping list’.

Apparently he gained access to the store by smashing a hole through the 

ceiling from the premises above and then spent several hours helping 

himself to stock ….. and even used the shop’s own bubble wrap and 

sellotape to carefully package his stolen goods. He, then, helped himself to 

their black ‘bin bags’ to carry the stock away!

He even cut the wires to the CCTV camera ……. but not until after it had 

recorded his movements around the shop for four hours! He’s, maybe, not 

that bright, then!

I’ve watched some of the CCTV footage via the shop’s Facebook page and 

am appalled by the ‘relaxed’ and ‘easy’ manner in which the thief conducts 

himself. He is, quite frankly, behaving as if he’s on a leisurely shopping 

spree.

I’ve also seen some of the comments on social media sites where there are 

several which even seem to admire his ‘casual’ and ‘confident’ activity.

Many seem to be under the illusion that it is a ‘victimless crime’ as, they 

reason, the insurance will pay up and cover the costs.

Victimless? It is anything but! Most small, independent model shops are 

struggling to stay afloat in an increasingly competitive market. Even the 

smallest of model shops can have thousands of pounds worth of stock 

sat on the shelves which earn the shopkeepers nothing until it is sold.

Their overheads (business rates, utilities, wages for any staff they 

might employ and insurance premiums) still have to be paid 

regardless of whether they sell anything or not! Break-ins and thefts 

such as these can have the effect of driving up not only the victim’s 

insurance premiums, but also those with similar businesses as the 

perceived ‘risk factor’ is re-assessed. For many small businesses this 

may be a cost hike too many and closure becomes the only option.

And where 

does that 

leave that 

business’s 

customers? It 

would be the 

closure of yet 

another model 

shop amongst the 

far too many we 

have seen over 

recent years. 

Choices become 

even more limited, 

access to help 

from often 

knowledgable and 

specialist 

proprietors 

disappears and it is the whole of the railway modelling fraternity (both trader 

and customer) that is the loser.

This is not a ‘victimless crime’. This is a crime, like so many others, where 

the perpetrator couldn’t give a fig about who suffers.

Let’s hope that Susan and Richard Wilcox at Paignton Model Shop can fully 

recover from this incident and continue to give the well documented excellent 

service they provide to their local and wider community.

More information and CCTV footage can be accessed via:-

ITV News

Paignton Model Shop’s Facebook page

I know it’s a long shot, given that the bulk of our readers are in the Cheshire/

Greater Manchester area, but maybe someone will recognise this thief and 

help him on his way to ‘secure accommodation’.
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You have to wait so long for a train at Hallowe’en.

Why?

Because they only run a skeleton service!

If you think that’s bad ……..wait until you see the December issue! Ed

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

Newsletter:-

e-mail “MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

telephone 07761 122126

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

web site ‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail ‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone 07796 457978

07761 122126

Twitter www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model 

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red link 

above.

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

Chairman Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer Alan Ashton

Secretary Tom McDonough

Member reps Colin Moores

Tony Hallatt

Steve Nixon

Gerry Ogden

Newsletter Editor Mike Hebblethwaite

THAT’S WHAT YOU CALL SUPER-ELEVATION! THE LAST WORD

As you might well imagine, preparations for the December issue are well under 

way but there is still some space left if you have any (suitable!) seasonal jokes, 

stories or anecdotes. There’s also room for the odd puzzle or two that might 

flummox our readers if you have one ‘up your sleeve’! If you have anything that 

you think might be appealing to our readers, then please e-mail me at the 

usual address.

Our New Year issue is also very much in the planning stage but my ‘stock’ of 

articles is looking ‘a bit thin’ after that. Again, if you think you have anything that 

you think may be of interest to other readers, please get in touch.

As I mention on page three, ‘Purgatory Peak’ is on its way to Hazel Grove’s 

show this weekend and we’d love to see you there, if you can get along. 

Bookings for shows are a strange thing ………. up until very recently we had 

no bookings for the layout at all. Now we have bookings taking us into 2020!! I 

guess it’s a bit like waiting for a bus …….. you wait for ages then, all of a 

sudden, several turn up at once! It keeps us (the On30 Group) busy!

Shaun and Steve are away at Spalding next month with ‘Wolfe Lowe’ and they, 

too, have several bookings for the future.

It’s good to see the Club and its members actively involved in the ‘show circuit’.

Aside from our commitments to various shows, work within the Club is 

progressing well. The ’00’ layout has been receiving some remedial attention to 

an errant point motor and relay, Macclesfield Central (’N’ scale layout) 

continues to grow under the careful guidance of Alek Adamski and the second 

’N’ gauge layout is getting some serious attention from Colin Moores. The £1 

raffle layout is taking shape and should be ready before the New Year. It will be 

used to promote our own show next March and, of course, raffle tickets will be 

on sale at each promotion event and at the show itself. Last year’s layout 

proved to be a great success - fingers crossed that this year’s will be, too.

And speaking of our own show, we are planning one or two new additions that 

we hope will add to your enjoyment of the event …….. but you’ll have to wait 

until the New Year to find out what they are!

Busy times for the Club and its members!

Until next month, then, take care and enjoy your hobby. 
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